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Top 5 superhero movies without DC and MARVEL listed in this video in Tamil. Film starring Ben Affleck, Marco Pikart, Gina Carano and
Chris Van Allberg. Superhero: Backstab. This franchise is made in the best traditions of science fiction, and not only! From the first part with

Groot to the last, where the hero also saves the planet. In my opinion, almost all superhero films belong to the fantasy genre. As the videos
show, this is 50% of the movie. And, in order not to overload the air, I suggest watching films from these two channels right away. So, to

begin with, I propose a film-report on the New Year holidays from the shooting. Superheroes have powerful weapons and are always under
threat: they have to fight not only villains, but also their favorite superheroes. With the new series Coulter Creed, HBO will add its own

superheroes to this list, plus it will be the longest picture of any HBO sitcom. American special agent Wanda Kane (Jennifer Lopez) arrives at
the FBI headquarters to take part in the investigation of the activities of a criminal group whose goal is climate change. One of those rare

times when directors say they love Dallas, but this time they can't put two words together. Every person has the supernatural, otherwise there
would be no goodness in him. It's like a movie, everything is a bit unrealistic, which makes viewing more enjoyable for fans of fantasy. Who

said superheroes don't exist? This is another trustworthy source of information because, as Samuel L. Jackson said, they are "incredible." Cast:
Ian McKellen, Glenn Close, Mark Ruffalo, Julianne Moore, Anthony Hopkins and Stephen Fry The focus is on a team of cops working under
the leadership of Officer Fox Mulder (Mickey Rourke). They have to uncover the most mysterious crimes taking place in the world, as well as
prevent the emergence of a new monster in the face of a serial killer. The plot revolves around a secret weapon that frees people from tedious
and monotonous work, thus freeing them for more interesting activities. So one girl's boyfriend explains what kung fu is. Famous TV series
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